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11/26/76 postscript 

Megardlss of the o.sic accuracy of this norsimes Post 4snler story, there in ouch 
wrest with it, to Mealer's prior knowl,dger wrong with it. lie Cid sot isicate it Vila 
this story but several sight a.:o ha diC phoss us on a .W story, to ask if I knew a 
*she sot is the story. 

Tho reason for this postscript is that this is the socoad spook ital. of what is 
covered by my long-stasdisg sad ignored IOU requests. The first was the Post story 
of 11/1) sllsging a secret 'aver memo. It is a son-story. older told vaK,  they sae 
sot proud of it nos, a &tote's:at not supsorted by his today's story. 

With the surveillance I ksla long had such as inclusive request with them CIA. 
So loaf it is 'set their claire.] lag. They triad to lump it is with my inclusive 
request. I rejected this, es,yisg I did sot gait to mit until whatever time ix the 
distant future they would omit to haviag oompleted whatever they de,Aded to review. 

I kiss of these intorcepts. When a friend filed as isadequats Isquest I boc;kstoppsd 
with as sdoqusts sus although I had already isclts:cd it. Because Schweiker also know 
and didanthing I aisle a separate request. I said I stated it fester. 

hiss also iscltuiad the istercoptios of Cewald'e mail, certain Asa ks was in the 
USSR. 

aisle I Savo so way of ksowisg whether these was any such cosviersatios I do know 
that the thing is utterly irratiossl. 

The subj6.ot of the 11/13 Ilk is as pm record. 
Jim tialsgraphed Levi 11/13 and has had no response. Ivan acknoeloe,goosat. 
Earns:- is affidsvitd and beginning 9/16 and for several days is g.A.75-4996 

we wait into this. We hcd supervisory YOIA aunts on the stand sad I testified. They 
have reviewsd those tilos Urea tines as of thus without rep posits, to my requests that 
go back to 4968. I tsetifiad to this without eves pro forma cross edamisatios. Dy this 
I had a list of these requests pads. 

I have written tansy, 'Nevi and Shea repeatedly about this without respaase. 
This is for your POLA knowledge. is no cos* has the time of the GI/kilned - and maau- 

fag:At:red - backlog not passed with both agesoies and W. 
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